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schyece 7b17bfd26b download-free Notice what I am trying to look for here: The lines with the dates I want are those that
contain the text "download-2020" and I'm also trying to make sure that they contain the "Best." term before and after the text I
am looking for. I'm not looking to delete the entire line including the parenthesis if I find that the text I'm looking for is missing.
I'm also not looking to delete the text completely if the text is not in the format I'm looking for, although it may be very helpful
to do so if it's an easy way to ensure the text I'm looking for is in the format I'm searching for, if that makes sense. A: It has
always made sense to me to look at the whole line first and only process lines where the match is found. Your question states
that you want to delete the line if the match is not found. However, the only way to not delete the line is to ensure that the match
was found (i.e. include the "Best." term at some point in the line). So, if you want to delete lines, you must make sure that the
line with the match did actually occur in the data. So, once you do a "delete if match not found", you will have to pass through
the full line and explicitly only remove those lines that contain "Best." To address the first requirement (i.e. looking for
"download-2020" in one of the lines), we can use the stringr package with the regex_look
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